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	'	IN THE SUPREME COURT

OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
No. 292 of 1986



IN THE MATTER of SECTION 22 OF THE SMALL CLAIMS ACT

AND:
IN THE MATTER of an
Application for Leave to Appeal by RICHARD DAVID HOWARD Applicant
BETWEEN:
RICHARD DAVID HOWARD
Appellant

AND:
KURT SCHREITER and JOHANNA SCHREITER
Respondents


CORAM:	Rice J.


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(delivered 17 February 1987)


This is an application pursuant to s.32 of the Small Claims Act ("the Act") for leave to appeal against the decision of Mr. A.J. Cavit S.M. given on 7 April 1986 wherein he found for the respondents in the amount of
$1,346-66 arising out of a claim by them against the applicant for moneys due under a tenancy agreement.


Section 32 provides:-


"32.(1)	Subject to this Ordinance, a party to proceedings may, with the leave of the Supreme Court, appeal to the Supreme Court against a judgment given under this Ordinance.

(2)	The Supreme Court shall not grant leave for the purpose of sub-section (1) unless it is satisfied -

	that the decision of the Local Court on a question of law was wrong;	or


	that the conduct of the proceedings in the Local Court was unfair to the applicant."



The grounds upon which leave is sought are "that the conduct of the proceedings in the Local Court was unfair to the applicant for the following reasons:-

	On the 21st day of March 1986, Mr. Cavit, S.M., refused to grant the applicant an adjournment, even though the applicant had not received certain transcripts relating to these proceedings which he first tried to obtain shortly after one of the hearings of the matter on the 29th day of November 1985;	and
	On the 21st day of March 1986, Mr. Cavit, S.M., refused to disqualify himself from the case, subsequent to an application from the applicant for him to so disqualify himself, even though in court proceedings at Darwin during December 1985, (unrelated to this matter), Mr. Cavit, S.M., had expressed the view that the applicant was not a witness of truth."



I set out a synopsis of significant events which I find occurred in relation to this matter:-
1985
19 August
24 August




4 October
7 October



18 October
21 October



29 November


4 December




17 December
 

Hearing of evidence,

Applicant lodged a signed order form for a copy of the transcript of proceedings conducted on 19 August, stating his address as Box 101, Berrimah, N.T. 5788, and giving his phone number as 844780.
Further hearing of evidence.

Applicant lodged a signed order form for a copy of the transcript of proceedings conducted on 4 October, stating the same postal address but giving no phone number.
Further hearing of evidence.
Applicant lodged a signed order form for a copy of the transcript of proceedings on 18 October, stating the same postal address but giving no phone number.

Further hearing of evidence at the conclusion of which the hearing was adjourned sine die for submissions.
Applicant lodged a signed order form for a copy of the transcript of proceedings conducted on 29 November and on earlier dates, stating the same postal address but giving no phone number.
The learned magistrate in the course of sentencing the applicant's son who was convicted of certain traffic offences made adverse remarks concerning the applicant's credibility when he testified before him.

24 December
(or thereabouts)
Applicant telephoned the monitor section of
the Local Court, enquiring about the transcripts, and was told that they were not available since his claim was a small claims matter which had a low ranking in the "priority system".	He was also told that there would be delays on account of the Christmas/New Year holidays and that he would just have to wait.
1986
14 January




21 February



21 March















7 April
 

A counter clerk at the Magistrates' Court tried to telephone the applicant on telephone number 844780 and was informed by a male person that Mr. Howard had "not been there since August last year".

A further hearing of the case was adjourned until 21 March 1986 owing to the learned magistrate's absence on a call to duty at Alice Springs.

The learned magistrate refused the applicant's application for an adjournment on the basis that he required all the transcripts relating to his case, and also the learned magistrate refused the applicant's request that the learned magistrate disqualify himself from further hearing the case on the ground that he had already expressed the view that the applicant was not a witness of truth.

The learned magistrate then proceeded to hear submissions by Mr. Hatzer on behalf of the respondents at the conclusion of which the applicant made his submissions, whereupon the learned magistrate s2.id, "In view of the fact that it's some months now since the beginning of this evidence was heard, I want to review the transcripts and	•11 give any decision as soon as I can possibly do so."
The learned magistrate delivered his reasons for decision and found for the respondents in the amount of $1,347-66.



On 21 March 1986, when the matter came on again for hearing before the learned magistrate, the transcript reveals that the following exchange took place:-

"MR HATZER:	Your Worship, the matter is listed for submissions, but I understand that Mr Howard is going to make an application to you before I attempt to give my submission.
HIS WORSHIP:	What's that, Mr Howard?
MR HOWARD:	At the last hearing I had requested transcripts of the previous hearings and they haven't been supplied.
HIS WORSHIP:	Have you made some inquiries about
MR HOWARD:	I have made several phone calls over the

HIS WORSHIP:	You don't get them supplied, as it were, and they don't come for nothing normally.	You've actually got to make application for the transcript.
MR HOWARD:	I did make an application.	I have made several phone calls and I was told they have a priority system and the small claims court is a pretty low priority and I'd have to wait for them. I ordered - I believe we've had eight hearings and I only have one transcript at this point.	I believe there are ---
NR HATZER:	It may assist the court, Your Worship,
Mr Howard told me of this just outside court.	I made inquiries with one of the clerks and she phoned over to the local court and informed me that the transcript had been ready, first of all - the first lot of 2 October, then 3 October and finally the last one on 10 January '86 which was after our last hearing, save the adjournment, and that they had been ready since then.
We ourselves, the plaintiff, didn't actually get a transcript, but she informed me that up until yesterday the transcript was waiting in the local court office for collection.
MR HOWARD:	I'd like to further add, if I may, that I've just made the same application to the counter.
They tell me there was only three transcripts
available.
HIS WORSHIP:	I've got transcripts for 4 October, 18 October, 29 November ---
MR HATZER:	29 November was the last hearing effectively in this matter.	we did have one in February, but you were down in Alice Springs then, you may recollect, after Mr Hinchliffe had an accident.
HIS WORSHIP:	I've got 4 October, 18 October and 29 November.		The first 36 pages aren't there for some reason.	I don't know whether that was because they've gone missing from the file or whether it was they just weren't - here they are.	19 August as well.
MR HOWARD:	The only one I have is 19 August.

HIS WORSHIP: It was heard on 19 August and adjourned to 4 October, to 18 October, 29 November so I've got the transcript for all the evidence it would seem. What are you applying for then?

MR HOWARD:	I believe we've had eight hearings.	I would like to get the transcripts for the eight hearings.	I only have one of them.

HIS WORSHIP:	There's only four days that we've actually heard evidence on, Mr Howard.	The other days don't matter.	They are not evidence.

MR HOWARD:	I believe things said in those hearings is important and I would like to get ---
HIS WORSHIP:	If it's not evidence I can't take it into account.
MR HOWARD:	I submitted an application for those transcripts and I've only received one.

HIS WORSHIP:	They only transcribe hearings.		I have here now all of the pages between one and 132 which concluded with Mr. Whip's(?) evidence.	That's all you will get if you apply.
MR HOWARD:	I did apply.	I haven't got them. HIS WORSHIP:	What are you asking for then?
MR HOWARD:	I'm asking for transcripts.
HIS WORSHIP:		Well, I can't do anything more. MR HOWARD:	What can I do?
HIS WORSHIP:	What do you want to du now?
MR HOWARD:	I have filled out a form. application ---
 I have made an
HIS WORSHIP:	Are you saying you want an adjournment? MR HOWARD:	Yes, sir.
HIS WORSHIP:	Right, well, that's what you want.
What do you say to that, Mr Hatzer?

MR HATZER:	I oppose that application on the basis that firstly I am informed by the clerk of courts that they have been awaiting collection in the office in this building since 10 January and in actual fact they were only returned yesterday, they went back to the local courts office yesterday, so they have been here for collection, waiting for someone to come and collect them.
Mr Howard appears to have failed to do that. Secondly, had this been the first hearing after November then it may have been understandable. However he actually came in February when the matter should have gone ahead and up until we walked in court we understood that the matter was going to go ahead.	He should have been aware then that he didn't have a transcript and should have then gone to the court office, asked could he have a transcript, and from what the clerk says there would have been one there.
However unfortunate it may be that Mr Howard doesn't have a transcript now I would submit that that was his own fault and knowing that the final hearing was come up a reasonable person would have come down here and made further inquiries and collected them rather than perhaps giving an odd phone call to the office.	I think that's all I can say, Your Worship.
MR HOWARD:	I'd like to say, if I may, that when I received the first transcript they sent me a letter saying it was available so I assumed they would do the same again, although I have made several telephone applications, or inquiries.
HIS WORSHIP:	What do you say they told you?
MR HOWARD:	They told me that they had a priority system, that ---
HIS WORSHIP:	When was the last time you made an inquiry?
MR HOWARD:	It was just before Christmas. HIS WORSHIP:		Who was it you spoke to?
MR HOWARD:	I didn't ask the lady's name.	It was a lady in that particular department.

HIS WORSHIP:	Just before Christmas.	You've made no further inquiry?
MR HOWARD:	No.

HIS WORSHIP:	Right.	I refuse your application for an adjournment.	I mean you've had three and a half months to chase up a transcript, Mr Howard.

MR HOWARD:	I didn't think it was my business to chase them up.	I made an application ---
HIS WORSHIP:	Well, it is your business to do so.

MR HOWARD:	I made an application on the official typed form, sent it in

HIS WORSHIP:	What do you want?	To be spoonfed or something?	Do you expect him to come round to your house and deliver the tranGcript, do you?

MR HOWARD:	No, I expected them to send me a letter the same as they did the first time.

HIS WORSHIP: Well, when they didn't and you knew that your hearing was coming up in February why didn't you do something about it?

MR HOWARD:	Because the feeling I got over the phone the last time I applied was a small claims matter is very low in the pecking order and that they had no

HIS WORSHIP:	That may be, but that was on 21 February, an excess of two months after you'd made your last inquiry.		How were you to know that they hadn't typed them up by then when apparently they h d?	I mean the claimant shouldn't be expected to wait forever whilst you dilly dally around as to whether you are going to - check up whether your transcript is available.

MR HOWARD:	I don't believe I've been dilly dallying around.		I believe I've done the right thing.






HIS WORSHIP:	Well, except that you've made no inquiry for three and a half months and now you say, 'Look, I'm sorry, I didn't know it was available to me over the past couple of months and I want an adjournment.'	That's what you are saying.
Anyway, I've made my ruling and the case will go on today.	submissions will be heard today.
MR HOWARD:	May I make another application, please? HIS WORSHIP:	What's that?
MR HOWARD:	I believe that His Worship should stand down from this case because of a judgment he made to my character and credit in another case where in actual fact His Worship said what I said in the witness box was a pack of lies and I believe I cannot get a fair hearing if His Worship feels that way.
HIS WORSHIP:	What you may have said in another case has nothing to do with this case here.
MR HOWARD:	I feel I can't get a fair hearing if His Worship thinks that way.

HIS WORSHIP:	This case was going months before that other case.	Months.
MR HOWARD:	Yes.
HIS WORSHIP:	Right.	Now, we're not going to start again simply because in another case you came before me in the capacity of a witness on behalf of I think it was your son.	Is that right?

MR HOWARD:	Yes, it was.
HIS WORSHIP:		And give evidence which I don't accept. MR HOWARD:	You said what I said was a pack of lies and
I don't believe I'm ---
HIS WORSHIP:	I can't remember the words that I used. In fact I'd even forgotten all about it until you raised it just now.	No, we're at the stage now where the only thing that is required to complete this case now is submissions.	The case has now been going since 19 July I think - 19 August.

MR HOWARD:	The first hearing was March 8.
file_0.bin








HIS WORSHIP:	Well, the first hearing of evidence was
19 August.	Now, we will continue wLth the hearing today.	If you are not successful  in the hearing I don't know, I haven't made my mind up at all, I:d have to go back and read the transcript, it's so long ago, then you can appeal.	All right?	But
you don't even know whether you've been successful or not at this point in time.

MR HOWARD:	I have not made a final submission because I don't have the transcripts to do it with.

HIS WORSHIP:	I've already said that I think that's largely, if not wholly, your own fault.
Mr. Hatzer?"


To complete the picture, I set out two excerpts from the transcript of the other proceedings before the learned magistrate on 17 December 1985:-

"I heard evidence from the defendant that he had been given the traders plate by his	ather and told that he could use it.	I've heard evidence  from his father, Mr. Howard senior, corroborating that, and I've heard evidence from both the defendant and his father about the question of the address on the driver's licence of the defendant, it being an address which is not a current address but was an address to be maintained by the defendant at his father's request because of a civil action which his father is presently engaged in;	and which, incidentally, I am part heard in.
..... . . . . .
In view of that background and in view of what I regard to be a quite implausible explanation which has been put, I do not accept the defendan •s explanation or the evidence that is given by his father on this.	I think it's a load of bunkum and it's a load of lies.		I believe that the trade plates were certainly given to the defendant, but it was calculated to be used in a way which would fool any police officer into believing that the vehicle was entitled to be driven with that trade plate, it being otherwise unregistered and uninsured.
I don't accept the evidence of the defendant on that point at all.	I think it's just quite implausible."






By virtue of ss.(2) of s.32 of the Act, this Court is precluded from granting leave to appeal unless it is satisfied that the decision of the Local Court on a question of law was wrong or that the conduct of the proceedings in the Local Court was unfair to the applicant. Since no question of law is involved, it is necessary to determine whether or not the conduct of the proceedings in the Local Court was unfair to the applicant.

To the lay mind, the office or registry of the Court responsible for providing transcripts is clearly identified with the Court itself.	Such practices which exist about the provision of transcripts, their priority and consequent availability are, as a Latter of course, known and understood both by the legal profession and the staff of the registry to such an extent that the obligation on the part of the profession to pick up transcripts is taken for granted.	This is not the case so far as the general public is concerned.	It is not without significance, therefore, that the applicant, who in fact filled out the appropriate forms on four separate occasions to order transcripts for which he contractually undertook to pay $1-00 a page for three of them and $1-50 a page for the last one, expected and, in my opinion, was entitled to expect, a \1ritten notification from the registry that the transcripts vere
' .


ready for collection, especially as it was the registry itself which imposed the condition that the applicant was required to insert his address which he did on every occasion.		His postal address (which was a post office box number) remained the same throughout the relevant time right up to the time of his application for an adjournment.	The fact that a counter clerk in the registry made a telephone call on 14 January 1986 to a number which brought the response that the applicant had moved in August 1985, does not go against the applicant, for had the caller simply looked at any of the forms he would have seen a postal box number.	In fact, the only form with a telephone number on it is the one dated 24 August 1985.	The subsequent order forms do not have a telephone number on them;	but all contain a postal address.	In my opinion, the registry was still required to notify the applicant of the availability of the transcripts at his postal address.

I accept the applicant's assertion that shortly before Christmas 1985 he made a further enquiry of the registry and was told by someone there that in view of the vacation and because of the low priority given to transcripts of proceedings in the Small Claims Court, it would still be some time before the transcripts he had ordered would be ready.	By then he had received one
. .


transcript only, being that of the first day's hearing in August.	Little wonder that when he had heard nothing further from the court when he appeared in court for the
adjournment on 25 February and again on 21 March, he was not unduly fazed by the absence of any notification from the registry.

Because of the history of the actual hearings of this case which occupied four days and were spaced over several months, it was, in my opinion, ·not only reasonable that a layman might wish to refer to a transcript in preparing his address but that in all the circumstances it was unfair to deny him that right.	The learned magistrate should have at least directed that enquiries be made to ascertain the true position but in refusing the application for an adjournment, he cast an unwarranted onus on the applicant by holding him responsible for not obtaining a transcript, and for these reasons I hold that the learned magistrate's discretion miscarried.		By way of analogy, in similar circumstances, an unrepresented accused person would inevitably have been granted an adjournment to enable him more properly to prepare his submissions; and I see no reason why the same entitlement should not have been accorded the applicant in the present case.	Instead, in the closing stage of the exchange between the applicant and the learned magistrate his Worship said:-

"••• I haven't made my mind up at all, I'd have to go back and read the transcript, it's so long ago."


The second ground for leave to appeal	is tantamount to an allegation of bias against the learned magistrate and I have been asked by the applicant's counsel to treat it on that basis although no actual bias is alleged.	It is, put simply, on the basis that a
fair-minded person would be justified in considering that the applicant had not had a fair trial.

The law on the question of bias is now well settled in Australia following the decision of the High Court in The Queen v Watson; Ex Parte Armstrong (1976) 136 C.L.R. 248.

In that case their Honours, Barwick C.J., Gibbs, Stephen and Mason JJ., after an extensive review of the authorities, expounded the law on the topic at page 262 in these terms:-

''The view that a judge should not sit to hear a case if in all the circumstances the parties or the public might reasonably suspect that he was not unprejudiced and impartial, and that if a judge does sit in those circumstances prohibition will lie, is not only supported by the balance of authority as it now stands but is correct in principle.	It would be wrong to regard the observations of Lord Hewart C.J. in R. v Sussex Justices;	Ex Parte McCarthy [1924] 1 K.B., at
p.259 as meaning that the appearance of justice is of more importance than the attainment of justice itself: cf. Reg. v Camborne Justices;	Ex Parte Pearce [1955]


1 Q.B. at p.52.	However, his statement of principle, which was recently reaffirmed in this Court in stollery v Greyhound Racing Control Board (1972) 128 C.L.R. 509, at pp.518-519 does go to the heart of the matter.	It is of fundamental importance that the public should have confidence in the administration of justice.	If
fair-minded people reasonably apprehend or suspect that the tribunal has prejudged the case, they cannot have confidence in the decision.	To repeat the words of Lord Denning M.R. which have already been cited, 'Justice must be rooted in confidence:	and confidence is destroyed when right-minded people go away thinking: 'The judge was biased.•"


Their Honours, in applying this principle to the circumstances of that case, said at p.264:-

"The question is not whether there was a real likelihood that Watson J. was biased.	The question is whether it has been established that it might reasonably be suspected by fair-minded persor:a that the learned judge might not resolve the questions before him with a fair and unprejudiced mind."


The question of bias also arose in the case of   R v Cavit &   Anor:	Ex Parte Rosenfield (1985) 33 N.T.R. 29
in which Nader J. had occasion to review the authorities on the question of bias against the same learned magistrate: but I hasten to point out that that case is essentially distinguishable from the present on its particular facts.

More recently, in an application for an Order Nisi for a Writ of Prohibition which came before Dawson J. sitting as a single judge in the High Court in the case of
In Re Merling:	Ex Parte Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union (1986) 60 A.L.J.R. 402, His Honour said at p.403:-

"The test to be applied in considering a case such as this is now clearly laid down.	It is whether the parties or the public might entertain a reasonable apprehension that the judge might not bring an impartial and unprejudiced mind to the resolution of the matters before him.	See Livesey v New South Wales Bar Association (1983) 151 C.L.R. 288;	Reg. v Watson;	Ex Parte Armstrong (1976) 136 C.L.R. 248.	If so, then the judge out not to proceed to hear those matters.	Of course, as Gibbs C.J. pointed out in Reg. v Simpson;
Ex Parte Morrison (1984) 154 C.L.R. 101 at 104, the mere expression of an apprehension of bias does not establish that it is reasonably held; that is a matter which must be determined objectively."


Applying the relevant test to the circumstances of the present case, I am of the opinion that, viewed objectively, the applicant (and for that matter a
fair-minded member of the public) might well entertain a
reasonable apprehension that the learned magistrate might not bring an impartial and unprejudiced mind to the resolution of the matters before him.

In all the circumstances, I find that the conduct of the proceedings in the Local Court was unfair to the applicant within the meaning of ss.(2) of s.32 which I interpret to be unfairness in the broad sense that a
fair-minded person, in the position of the applicant, would
not consider that justice had been accorded to him in the conduct of the proceedings.	For the reasons I have given, I do not regard the matters contained in the learned magistrate's report, given by him pursuant to s.36(1)(c) of the Act, as justifying the course he took, either in regard to the application for the adjournment or the application which called upon him to disqualify himself.

Accordingly, leave to appeal is granted and the appeal allowed.	Pursuant to s.40 of the Act, I order that the case be remitted to the Local Court for hearing before another magistrate.	It is extremely regrettable that in the result the case must be so remitted;	but that same result would have been reached had the learned magistrate disqualified himself when originally asked to do so.

